
Pai Joaquim de Angola – Medium Fernando Parada
He is a lovey old Man, simple, very emotional and expert of the medicinal properties of

plants. His specialty is working with health.

Father Joaquim D ' Angola's Chief of phalanx and his phalanx is huge. Has great
influence over their subordinates and a very large team of Exus at his service.

Dialogue: 368 * Youtube: https://youtu.be/IR2Oc4ywPbc

After lovely greetings between Jefferson and Pai Joaquim.

1. Jefferson: Pai Joaquim, do you like animals?

Pai Joaquim: Animals are God creature. The animals are in the Earth to bring happiness into our 
life. In this house there are a lot of little birds. They  sing and fly all the time. I gave a name of 
Joseph. All of them are called Joseph, so it´s easy to remember.

2. Jefferson: Ok, we can talk about the animals later, if you wish. Today is our first Interviel and I 
would like to know a bit of Umbanda and the function of the phalange Pretos velhos (Old black 
Men). Could you please describe me?

Pai Joaquim: Pretos velhos (Old black Men) inside Umbanda represent the Grandparents all people 
wish to have. It is the sympatic line with good vibrations. With modest  and simple way of 
speaking, without arrogance. Simplicity is important because people can better understand and feel 
the charity of God.  Many people go to the Church and make a lot of rituals or repeat the same 
words every time, but inside, in their heart they think bad about others or the thoughts are far away. 
Pretos Velhos talken and listen. We want only prose.
Also, Preto Velho is the conection between new and old generation. Many people lost the respect 
for the elderly people. They treat them as worthless object. Here with us they learn again the 
importance of elder care. The life would be much easier, if people gave value their family.
(then he cries)
Please, forgive me the tears. Preto velho is very emotive

https://youtu.be/IR2Oc4ywPbc


3. Jefferson: No Problem. Pai Joaquim, you give advices to the people in this material world. When 
you are not there, then you are in the spiritual world (Aruanda). What do you do there?

Pai Joaquim:  We have schools there, so we can study about another culture, another religions, for 
example the Orient culture... In the spiritual world there is a Universal Religion, which conect we 
all.. We are all brothers and sisters This is the Umbanda we want to bring you.
Many practioners still thinking that sacrifices with animals must be done and offer us als sacrifices. 
That´s wrong. I am against those african line which makes sacrifices with animals.
In the election  time, many politics pursuit of win. So, goes to the Umbanda and ask for help. Many 
Father or Mother of Saint ask for sacrifice, because they think that the Blood bring power to the 
Vodoo. 
What gives power to the Vodoo is not the blood from the animal, but the energie one brings in the 
intention. I will tell you son. What feeds the Exu ist the Angry of the heart. The energie he puts in 
his hearth while he watch the blood of the poor animals running... This Energie going out of his 
heart is what Exu takes to make the Vodoo. (Angry, Lies, Fear, Greed, Envy are all negative 
energies)
This act is pure barbarity. 
When I was reincarnated als slave, in the Farm there was a chicken with no hair on the neck. I loved
this chicken very much. The day when she died, I was so sad.

4. Jefferson: Pai Joaquim, does animals suffer while they die?

Pai Joaquim: The only animals which has no conscience of own death are the chickens and fisch.
The other feel  the blink of death. Which rights have someone to take a life of other on ones favor?
I understand when people want to eat meat. Sometimes is ok, but the human being today see the 
animals as produkte. When people look at the animals, they see not more than food. Nothing else. 
Why so many goose must die during Christmas Eve or Easter? Is that Jesus wanted for us? When 
you hear the screaming of a pig while someone stick a knife in the heart, then you gona think about 
my words. If you get in touch with a animal, then maybe you´ll change your habits. In Asia 
continent they are acumulating a lot of Karma (cause and effect), by killing of Whales, because 
those animals are very conscientious and has direct connection with mother Earth. 

5. Jefferson: In Spiritismus von Allan Kardec we learn that the consumation of meet damage us. 

Pai Joaquim: Eating meat everyday is the same as eating death. It keep people in this material world
what you call “Samsara Circle” (repeating cycle of birth, life and death. Reinkarnation). 
Today many people don´t want to eat vegetables. 
At my time as slave in the Earth we cooked the leaves of manioc (tubers) one week till we got the 
milch and poison away. 

Human being shoud give more value to the vegetables, specially the tubers because 
the Planet will be hot (global warming, climate changes). Many earthquake, Water 
scarcity... In those days you gonna survive eating tubers.

6. Jefferson: What do you think if am an animal protector and fight with someone who is 
mistreating a pet?



 Pai Joaquim: There is no necessity of violence against others. You can make aware of the wrong 
act. 

7. Jefferson: Meat does disturb the contact between the Medium and Orishas?

Pai Joaquim:  Much more than you can imagine. When my Medium makes a spiritual work, he 
must stay 3 days of fasting, eating only manioca without salt.

8. Jefferson: Without salt? Why?

Pai Joaquim: Because the salt makes the sexual wishes of the body. (I think because the Salt 
stimulate the lower Chacras: Root, Sacral and Solar Plexus)

9. Jefferson: Father Joaquim, can you tell us your history while you have been encarnated as slave?

Pai Joaquim: My history ist quite sad. I was a joung without father or mother. I grew up with the 
other slaves in the Coffee Farm. When you work hard in your life, you have another wishes, another
value.
I´ve been working the whole day till getting dark in the sky. When we had something to eat, than it 
was hot of the sun. Somethimes i saw little animals playing or the clouds in the sky. This was my 
distraction.
While I worked, was the whole time thinking about life, dreaming. So, the day was ending faster.
One day, when I was resting, a venomous snake bit me. I had almost unberable pain. Unfortunately 
was very far and was nobody in the near to help me. I had muscle paralysis and breathing 
difficulties. My most wish was to breath. I got dizziness and during my mental confusion, I saw 
Jesus. It was how I met Jesus in my life. Then I saw a white woman who told me: Now you must to 
go back to your body.
Then I openend my eyes and saw some indians.  They took my to their Village. There was a old 
woman and she was very angry. She gave me many medicine. I have no idea what she gave me, but 
it saved my life. After 3 days I was cured and they sent me back. It took some days till I reached  
the Coffee Farm.
In the way back I have benn thinking:  Which God is that? In the Church the priest teached us the 
real God was from the white men and indians aren´t human, just wild animals.
BUT the indians saved my life.

At this time the black slaves were obligated to go to the Church. But we were not alowed to stay in 
front of the altar, to the communion table. Every sunday, while the rich society in front stand, we 
must to stay in the corner of the Church and we couldn´t listen or understand what he preached, 
because he talked somethimes in Latin. 
One day I asked the priest:  Please, I didn´t hear what you said. I beg you to repeat it for me.
Then he answered me: You are an outrageous, impertinent slave. Got word is not for you because 
you are a black. You came in this world to serve the white men.
As I heard it, my mouth was a bitter taste and was a pain in the hearth. Then I sad to myself: Which 
God is that?....
To short the history, after I died my spiritual guide took me to Aruanda *(Colonie of Black Men). 
One day they told me there: Now it time to start working. You can rescue people in the Umbral. *(a 



dark place where people goes after death. According with the spirits, is the first station for the
most of us.)
We went down and recued many of then. I gave my hand to someone and his hand tooks mine. Then
I said: Lets go my brother.
Pai Joaquim asked Jefferson: Do you know who was the man? 
Jefferson: Who?
Pai Joaquim: Was the priest. We all are brothers and sisters, doesn´t matter which skin colour we 
have. We are all God creature and nobody ist bether than nobody.

10. Jefferson: Which kind of entertainment you had while you were slave?
Pai Joaquim: Our entertainment was working. We haven´t time for fun. Onl the rich was able to 
have fun and had their partys. My only happiness what when I could bring a bit of food to home.

11. Jefferson: How was the relationship between the slaves?

Pai Joaquim: The necessity and suffer makes the union and the modesty- Although we weren´t from
same blood, we were together in the belief of God. We believed that God the Almighty was black, 
like us. Some of the slaves told us about their african gods like this: A hunting deity, sea,thunder, 
nature deity and so on. They were the arms of God. Today you call the Orishas.

12. Jefferson: Did you hate the foremen when they mistreat and spanking the slaves?

Pai Joaquim: At this time I wasn´t able to understand but if  there were a rebellion and they we 
catched us, would be much worst. Still am glad, because after the abolitionism, I was allowed to 
stay in the Coffee Farm. Suddenly they told us that we are free. But, where should we go? We haven
´t been nowhere... If I were to the town, probably I would starve and die. That´s the reason I decided
to remain in the Farm till I got old.

13. Jefferson: Have you done something wrong to be spanking or to be in the trunks?
Pai Joaquim: Not really. I was calm, quite and peaceful. But I tell you a thing: If they suffer, is 
because they did something wrong in that or other life. All our acts has its consequences. what 
happens to a person, happens because they caused it with their actions. 
During the Roman Empire was quite normal they whipping in the back of people. 
Many of  black slaves were Roman soldiers in other life. 
I don´t want to defend the act of punishment, but everything has a reason to happen. *(Karma law)

14. Jefferson: Do you know why, what you have done to be born as black and slave in that life?
Pai Joaquim: Sorry, I didn´t understand your question.

15. Jefferson:  After your death, did you find out why the reincarnation as slave? Did you make any 
evil in the past?



Pai Joaquim: *(he laughs) Son, I had so many reinkarnation, I have done many things... As slave 
was not bad, I didn´t suffer too much. But I have seen slaves from  another time in another epoch. It
was only an experience I should have in that life to know how it feels being a slave. 
Now I come here as Preto Velho (black man) in the Umbanda to teach others the quality of modesty.
The greatest teaching for me was: I gave the hand to the one who sent me to Hell.
Pai Joaquim asks Jefferson: Do you know who was the priest?

Jefferson: No idea. Who?

Pai Joaquim: He is the Medium, which am talking through.

Jefferson: My goodness!

Pai Joaquim: Now I use him to cure others. This Medium have been priester in many incarnations.
As priester he did many mistakes. Now he does right, without arrogance and with plainness, in a 
poor, old house without the arrogance of a church. Mankind damage the Region. Christianity today 
is not the one Jesus wished. Each one did of his own behavior: “my church is better than yours, we 
have the right God and so on”. Of course there are good things in many religions but there are also 
very wrong things happening too. Many wanted only profity, but God needs no money and we don´t
take nothing of this material world. 

16. Jefferson: We heard many times that we don´t take nothing from this World when our body die. 
Why do we still think of amountig goods? May be we are afraid of been ungry or some reason of 
past life?

Pai Joaquim: Nothing but dirty stuff, because lack of complexity everybody can learn.  Prettiness 
and abundance are when you make dinner and share to the poor people and sate the hungry of 
others.

17. Jefferson: When you had a material body, did you believe in the life after death?

Pai Joaquim: I was suspect of that, because I had visions. Many times I thoght was the hot sun over 
my head who did it. But now I know who was that lady who talked to me. She is “nossa Senhora”, a
Saint.

18. Jefferson: Ok, you were also a Medium? There was incorporation or transfiguration at that time?

Pai Joaquim: I saw some slaves who received spirits, but I didn´t understand at that time the 
meaning of incorporation.

19. Jefferson: How do the spirits feel to see  they they failed in their attempt on the Earth during 
they lifes?

Pai Joaquim: I don´t juge nobody. I just help this person to find the light.



20. Jefferson: Do they feel sad to know there is a life after death?

Pai Joaquim: no sad, but people who are very fixed in material things, like money or properties, 
they have a big problem to accept it. For example: If my Medium die today, they he also will have a
problem to live in the other side, because he is very attached on people who of this material plane.
But when people are attached in material things, then is much more complicated to take them away.
… and those who don´t accept, then they have difficulty to perceive there is something more and 
take many, many years till they learned.

21. Jefferson: Everybody who practice the Umbanda meet they spiritual guides after death?

Pai Joaquim:  Many. When the process of disconnection begin and they gonna make the transition 
for the spiritual world, the last Orixa who goes away ist Iansa and Omulu. In the “Line of Souls”, 
we, Pretos Velhos (black old Men) are the one who guides the people inside of his creed and belief.

22. Jefferson: Have you resued people in the Umbral who said that the phalange of Pretos Velhos 
obsolete ghosts?

Pai Joaquim: Many times. But we don´t rescue every day. The gates are not open everyday. When 
they open, then we try to take as many as possible to the light.

23. Jefferson: Do you get help of the Exus?

Pai Joaquim: Ja, I could say, they are our soldiers. They come with the arms and we with words.

24. Jefferson: Which kind people will be helped? 

Pai Joaquim: It depends of the perception the person has. At the beginning many has no awareness 
of his state. They can not accept it but with the time, then he is gonna learning to accept.

25. Jefferson: Do you thing human being is far away of his spirituality?

Pai Joaquim: Today many joung people are looking for something new, because many feel an empty
in their lives. The they start to searching for Buddhismus, then Hinduismus then come they to the 
Umbanda.

26. Jefferson: In another Dialogue you told something like: People don´t run away from Umbanda, 
but  she run away from people. Can you tell exacly what Umband is?

Pai Joaquim:  Umbanda is a simple way of spirituality. Umbanda is the oldest Religion and same 
time the modern it have in the World (…...........Comment) The Umbanda followers have to stop 
with the Dogmas, to put wall in our head. You must stop sacrifices  and concentrate to use the 



Medicine of Plants. 

27. Jefferson: Why do you say: The life is a lily flower?

Pai Joaquim: The life is a circle. You are in the best time of your life, then you start getting old and 
die, like a lily flower

28. Jefferson: Do you think that the silence of a Preto Velho tells a lot?

Pai Joaquim: The silence is a prayer. When you start to tink evil, make a prayer.

29. Jefferson: When you tell about circle, many people want to know where the animal goes after he
die? If the animals have no Karma, why people treat them badly?

Pai Joaquim: Because people are bad. After he dies, he goes to another counscienness that are make 
only for animals, then they will come back to life. But there are some kind of creature much more 
inteligent as a mankind. For example the affen, whales and delfins. They´re much more inteligent 
but has no evil in the heart, like many people. There are also animals which can spirits see and 
feeling, like horse, cats, dogs. But they have their evolution, different from ours.

30. Jefferson: When they die, then they go to a group? 

Pai Joaquim: yes, every kind of animal has his own group, his own colective consciousness. They 
are not individuals as we, but there is one spirit for each species. To understand God we need just 
been in a small piece of Nature. Day by day you are outside and do not notice when an lillte turtle 
cross your way, because you are too busy, thinking of your personal things.

31. Jefferson: Do you think in the past people had a better life than today?

Pai Joaquim: Much better. There were much scarcity, however people went hand in hand, were 
linked.

32. Jefferson: Pai Joaquim, could you please tell us what was your greatest challenge as incarnated 
and als spirit?

Pai Joaquim: The greates saddness was when the priest told me I was a lewd without Soul and short
before I past away my legs didn´t work anymore... It was a cold June night (in Brazil they got 
winter in June, July and August. The opposite of Europa) After work, in the closing time, 
verybody went home but I was finishig something outside, got a weak leg and fell down over the 
tree trunks. Then came people and  put fire to get warming. They didn´t see I was laying there and I 



got my last breath in the fire. The negligence with older ones.
What was your another question son?

33. Jefferson:  The greatest challenge as spirit?

Pai Joaquim: Still being. My  greatest challenge is to shows evidence of the life after death, 
specially to the young people the existence of God. I gonna tell you one thing: In the moment when 
people been watching this video, they gonna say: That´s fake,  was a hoax. God can be found only 
inside the church. 
I gonna tell you one thing: It my be a huge Church of the World, most beautiful but God doesn´t 
live there but perhaps you find God at my poor house. 
Today my  greatest challenge is to show that God habitate also in the poorest place of worship.

34. Jefferson:  What was your greatest happiness as incarnate?

Pai Joaquim:  Was to be incarnate (then he smiles). My greatest happiness was awake up in the 
morning and see I was still alive. I gave value of each breathing. When I was sick and could not 
breath, then I saw Jesus in his cross and he could no breath either, than I thought: I am like Jesus 
because I felt exacly what he felt: The coming death. But I have been saved, because God comes to 
all of us, doesn´t matter which culture or skin color

35. Jefferson: Perhaps the people who ae watching this video gonna think you are arrogant because 
you compares with Jesus Christ, the saviour of Humanity?

Pai Joaquim: Son of fish is a little fish. Son of God, a little god. You are like Jesus Christ. If you 
think God is far, far away but if you bring a little seed of God in your hearth, then you are like Jesus
and understand that you are sacred because the Holy Ghost habits inside of you. I see God inside all
of you, each creature, each tree, flower.  I see God also in the bad people. We find Him in 
everywhere.

36. Jefferson: Do you think we are walking to the collective conscious love?

Pai Joaquim: Yes, you are. While Umbanda grows up, the hypocrisy fall down. This house (Triade 
Retreat Brazil) soon will be propagate in many countries where people talked convoluted. It´s 
gonna be a mixed of culture here.

37. Jefferson: What are the obstacle to the Mediums?

Pai Joaquim: Daily fighting with his own Ego. If you have the lack of adornment, then you are a 
good Medium because you are here only to act as a connector, seeing God in every person.. Nothing
else. 

https://youtu.be/nLPr15Xe_Xs
https://youtu.be/nLPr15Xe_Xs


38. Jefferson: So, Ego is quite bad...?

Pai Joaquim: Ego demolish, bring you down. Ego and Pride are hand in hand. Then you forget you 
are made of meat.

39. Jefferson: When someone come here, ask to get a job. You help this person and she find a new 
Job and earn a good money. Then she says: I earned a lot of money, now I gonna enjoy my live?

Pai Joaquim: She can buy a plate of food and give to a poor person. Then we are glad.

40. Jefferson: In this house (Triade Retreat Brazil) are you the administrator or do you work with 
other Orishas? 

41. Pai Joaquim: down it´s me  (he points down), then Caboclo and Ventania are the administrator. 
But there are alsoTranca-Ruas, Marabo and the baianos to help in the cure. Here come so many 
visitant and we need a lot of helpers. If the simplicity is the one who hold the house, then it´s me, 
thanks God.

42. Jefferson: Please explain to us, which advice you give those who are busy with their job, their 
work, family and forget to care or help poor and indigent people

43. Pai Joaquim: In the celebration days like Easter, cook a bit more food, take it and bring those 
who are hungry. Outside is where you gonna find who really need your help.
Peace, Union and Charity. This is what we plant in this house, thanks God.

44. Jefferson:  When a person come and tell you:  “I gave so many seminaire around the world. 
Why shall I help a poor person?

45. Pai Joaquim: Did he feed his intellect and his heart?
May be if he brings the food to the poor people, those who get it will think: “If someone brought me
some food, means that am quite deep down. Maybe I should help myself and try to get a job”
This kind of religion like here collect and help the poor, thanks God!

46. Jefferson: But sometimes is not easy to explain a person who are hungy to get a job.

47. Pai Joaquim: You feed her first, make the body strong, then she gonna be change by herself with
your example.

48. Jefferson: Now we are getting to the end.  What you would like to see in those who dedicate to 
be useful, constructive to the spirituality

49. Pai Joaquim: My message is that: 
Life is like a lily flower. You have to plant inside of your hearth the little seed of God. The 
evolution is only possible if you have peace, union, charity, love and knowledge.           

50. Jefferson: Knowledge? Study? Why?

https://youtu.be/nLPr15Xe_Xs


51. Pai Joaquim: Yes, ou have tu study. Before you have to know, then you can follow. Then you 
can grow up as medium and teach others.

52. Jefferson: If the person says: “Well, when I have the incorporation, the spiritual guide knows 
everything. Then I have no need of study.

53. Pai Joaquim: It will be necessary, when you make your self- knowledge and verification.
Also, when people need to get an answer about a special question. Then you must to know the 
answer. The spiritual guides are all the time not incorporated. We are not incorporated but we watch
you.. You must learn walking alone.
Sometimes my medium make a lot of mistakes. Then his colegues tell him: “Father Joaquim 
wouldn´t do it”
Then he takes his head down and says: “Ja, that´s right” So learn him too in the school of life.

54. Jefferson: Is it possible to develop the mediumship only reading books?

55. Pai Joaquim: No son, you must to practice. Otherwise you gonna be arrogant and overbearing. 
You should study. Otherwise he is gonna create his own religion. That´s not the purpose of 
Umbanda.
Umbanda: One Band
That´s it son! We have been talking, now am leaving

56. Jefferson: Am very thankful for your time.

57. Pai Joaquim: I hope I didn´t talk too much and people don´t be angry. 

58. Jefferson: It was a very good Dialogue.

After 1:00:20

59. Jefferson: Sir Fernando Parada?

60. Medium Fernando Parada: Ja, that´s me

61. Jefferson: How do you feel now?

62. Medium Fernando Parada: My body, that´s it (then he smiles)

63. Jefferson: Let´s show your altar. Very beautiful. Are you Ok? How do you feel physically?

64. Medium Fernando Parada:  A little pain in the back, but emotionaly I feel good. 

65. Jefferson: How long do you work with pai Joaquim?

66. Medium Fernando Parada: 23 years.

67. Jefferson: Do you feel the change from the beginning until now? I heard that, after the time, the 
medium gonna being more unaware. How it is for you?

68. Medium Fernando Parada: Last saturday we did work. There were around 50 person here. I do 
not remember nothing.



69. Jefferson: It depends of the day, or?

70. Fernando Parada: Also the intensity and charity of work. Then they take us away and use 
our body, doing their work

71.  Jefferson: What was the most dificult moment you have, being a medium, keeping in your 
spiritual way?

72. Fernando Parada: When people attack me with words... When this happen, my wish is to stop 
everything and go away. Then come other people and push you up

Life is like a lily flower. You have to plant inside of your hearth the little seed of God. The evolution is 
only possible if you have peace, union, charity, love and knowledge.                Pai Joaquim de Angola

Youtube: https://youtu.be/IR2Oc4ywPbc
Many Thanks to Jefferson Viscardi, Fernando Parada, Pai Joaquim e Escola Triade Brasil

Salve Umbanda, Salve the Pretos Velhos phalange!

https://youtu.be/IR2Oc4ywPbc

